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At Canine Studio we specialize in restoring audio recordings. 

Formats accepted include LP’s, 45’s, 78’s (including Edison Diamond Discs and 
other non-standard 78 RPM records), cassettes and ¼” reel to reel tapes. 

 

What we do: 

We use advanced software tools, experience and expertise to remove as much of the audio impairments 
(clicks, crackles, pops, noise, etc.) as possible from your source material. 

Here at Canine Studio we take pride in our work and the results show it. 

How we do it: 

Briefly, our audio restoration process can be described as follows: 

When we receive your source material we gently hand wash the record and play it on a state of the art 
turntable using an appropriately sized stylus. Next the audio is digitized, transferred to and recorded on a 
computer. During the transfer process the audio is listened to by a human in real time and notes are 
taken documenting any impairments.  

The resultant recordings are then analyzed and appropriate software tools, algorithms and expertise are 
used to remove clicks, crackles, pops and noise. The recordings are then parsed into individual tracks 
and a Red Book standard audio CDR is burned. 

Finally, a CD label and a jewel box insert are created and the CDR and the source materials are shipped 
back to the customer. 

Pricing: 

Audio restoration is a time consuming activity if done properly. Our prices reflect the intensive attention to 
detail performed during the restoration process and the time required to perform the work.  

Various restoration options are available to the customer. These range from full restoration down to a 
simple transfer process.  

The quoted price will vary depending on several factors. These factors include but are not limited to: 

� The customers expectation  

� The condition of the source material  

� The actual type of work requested (i.e. full restoration or simple transfer)  

� The amount of minutes to be restored and/or processed  

Depending on what the requirements are for a particular order, the price will typically range from $0.50 to 
$1 per minute of processed or restored audio plus shipping. Minimum shipping charge is $20. 

For more details go to http://www.caninestudio.com/terms.htm 

Other services are available. Contact Information@CanineStudio.com for more information. 


